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 IN-STORE CRIME IN SCOTLAND

The Scottish Crime Report  

SGF’s Crime Report 2020 provides the latest data on convenience retailer’s 

experience of retail crime in Scotland. The SGF crime survey broke down in-store 

crime into seven categories: shoplifting, break-ins, violence against staff, armed 

robbery; store vandalism; verbal/physical abuse when sale refused, verbal/physical 

abuse when proof of age requested.

It highlights that the implications of retail crime are far reaching, affecting the 

store owner, their staff and the communities they serve. The SGF Crime Report 2020 

provides a snapshot of incidents of recorded crime from retailers across Scotland. 

The survey covers a wide variety of incidents faced by convenience store retailers 

such as theft, robbery, burglary, violence and verbal abuse. 

This year’s report features information on some of the most commonly-used crime 

and how to guard against them.

We are grateful to our colleagues at the TMA for their invaluable support in 

producing the report.
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Shop theft continues to be the most costly and high volume form of 
crime that retailers in Scotland face.

Theft is the taking and appropriating of property 
without the consent of its rightful owner or  
other lawful authority.

DEFINITION

The presence of CCTV offers a number of advantages including detecting and 
deterring crime, securing businesses and ensuring the safety of employees.  
The extent to which CCTV surveillance effectively deters offenders and 
prevents crime is directly related to the design, operation and maintenance 
of the system. Adopting the actions below will help to deter crime and ensure 
evidential footage is admissible.

100%         of respondents in our survey had been    
                  THE victims of shop theft in 2019

100%   experienced shop theft on a regular basis
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 EXPERIENCE OF SHOP THEFT  
 IN THE LAST YEAR

  CCTV Surveillance

Engage with local partnerships, which monitor 
public space CCTV. They are usually connected 
to the police and other retailers via radio link, 
allowing sharing of information to detect and 
deter crime. 

Thanks to our colleagues at Retailers Against Crime for this information.

Body-worn cameras often act as a deterrent 
to crime and violence in the workplace. They are 
an unquestionable source of evidence and offer 
proof of actions taken.

Location

  Check CCTV cameras cover key desired areas -  
such as entrances and exits.

Date and time

  Check the date and time on the CCTV is correct –  
to ensure evidential images are admissible.

Obstructions

  Ensure there are no short term obstructions in the 
way of cameras – such as promotional displays.

Training/maintenance

  Train at least 2 members of staff to operate the CCTV. 
Carry out regular maintenance to ensure equipment is 
fully operational.

MAXIMISE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR CCTV

For further information and guidance on CCTV please refer to the Home Office website: www.gov.uk



PHYSICAL AND VERBAL ABUSE ROBBERY AND HOUSEBREAKING

Retailers and their employees need to have confidence to 

enable them to go about their work without fear of abuse 

and aggression from members of the public. Currently, 

shop workers do not have the same legal protection 

from violence and intimidation that emergency workers 

do. Daniel Johnson MSP has brought forward a members 

Bill in the Scottish Parliament which will potentially give 

shop workers additional legal protection and SGF is fully 

supportive of this.

BIGGEST TRIGGERS FOR ABUSE 

1 Refusal of sale
2 Asking for proof of AGE 

100%
100%
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HOUSEBREAKING is an aggravation 
of theft, overcoming the  
security of a 'house'/shop 
with the intention of stealing 
property within. 

ROBBERY is an offence where 
force, or the threat of force, is 
used either during or immediately 
prior to a theft or attempted 
theft, which can include use of  
a weapon. 

 EXPERIENCE OF  
 HOUSEBREAKING AND   
 ARMED ROBBERY

 THE COST OF
 STORE CRIME
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In 2019 the total cost of 
crime to the participants 

in our survey was

-------------------
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£2 million
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£4,000

••• thank you, call again soon! •••

••• please keep for your records •••

DEBIT. PIN VERIFIED.
loyalty card points earned: 23
points balance: 7862

SCOTTISHSHOP.ORG.UK

DEFINITION Assaults and threats are incidents where employees  
are assaulted, threatened or intimidated, as a  
result of disagreements with customers or  
other employees.

DEFINITIONs

 EXPERIENCE OF PHYSICAL AND  
 VERBAL ABUSE IN THE LAST YEAR
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of respondents had incidents of  
abuse when sale refused
of respondents had incidents of 
abuse when asking for proof of age
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TOP TIPS FOR PREVENTION Change Ringing

 THERE ARE THREE  
 KEY ELEMENTS IN  
 EVERY CRIME:

1 Install a good quality CCTV system. It deters   

 offenders and is essential when providing police with  

 the evidence they need to make an arrest.

2 Keep your high value items in sight. This might  

 mean lowering shelving units or having additional  

 dedicated CCTV.

 SHOP THEFT

1 Train your staff to deal with aggression. The training  

 needs to be regularly updated and there needs to be  

 a system for staff to report incidents and be  

 given support.

 

2 Work with the local community to address your concerns.  

 Make sure the store is viewed as a community asset 

 support local schools, community groups and good causes.

1 Take simple measures by reducing the pay-off, like  

 counter cache and reducing cash levels in tills.

 

2 Good conflict management training is essential. 

 This will help colleagues remain calm in these situations.  

 Colleagues should never put assets before their life  

 and should comply with the demands of the offender.

 ROBBERY

OPPORTUNITY

OFFENDER

VICTIM
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 VIOLENT CRIME AND ABUSE

The Key element you have 
most control over  
in-store is to minimise  
the opportunity.

Illustrations on this page, source: ACS Crime Report 2016 / fluiddesignstudio.com

DEFINITION Change ringing is the crime of deception by  
confusing and distracting staff to obtain  
cash dishonestly using sleight of hand.

The method is ultimately the same and used when making 
purchases and changing notes. 

1. Customer purchases small item.

2.  When the till is open the customer asks to change £20 
notes for £10 notes.

3.  The customer then confuses the cashier by asking 
questions often speaking in broken English and counts 
the notes in front of the cashier.

4.  With the cashier distracted the customer ‘skims’ off a 
portion of the notes by sleight of hand un-noticed by 
the cashier.

5.  The notes ’skimmed’ off are then placed inside an 
open pocket in the customers handbag. The customer 
then cancels the change request and receives original 
amount tendered leaving the store till short.

Recent M.O. when 
purchasing items 
Customer makes a purchase and tenders cash. Staff 
member counts cash initially then customer requests 
money back and swaps a couple of notes with their 
associate. Customer then recounts cash and uses 
sleight of hand to skim off a portion of the notes before 
handing cash back to the staff member. Cash is often 
not recounted before it is placed in to the till resulting 
in an underpayment. Items are then returned later for a 
refund incurring further loss as the full amount on the 
receipt is refunded.

Remember
You are not a bank and if you are distracted at till point by 
a customer asking to re-check the cash tendered, always 
stop the transaction immediately and seek assistance.

Thanks to our colleagues at Retailers Against Crime for this information.



Crime is one of the biggest operational challenges for retailers and the illustration below outlines 
some of the key considerations for managing crime. 

Assessing the vulnerabilities of your business to crime and planning a proportionate response is 
essential, whether it is installing CCTV or providing additional training for staff. An example risk 
assessment for a convenience store is available from the Health and Safety Executive website: 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/casestudies/pdf/newsagent.pdf

AGE RESTRICTED SALES
 Ensure you have visible signage at the entrance,  

 till and shelf edges of your store.

 Make sure staff know the store policy and  

 acceptable proof of age documents.

TILL POSITION
 Are high value goods or targeted products  

 (meat, cheese, alcohol) in view of the till?

 Ensure that the front of the store is visible from  

 the till, so staff can see customers approaching.

EXTERNAL SECURITY
 Ensure that all doors and windows are secured to  

 prevent housebreaking.

 For high risk stores, consider the installation of  

 external shutters (this may require planning consent).

 Where reasonably practicable, advertising should  

 be restricted to allow for clear viewing into and  

 out of  the premises.

CASH
 Reduce the amount of cash held in tills and on  

 your premises.

 Change the routine of banking procedures so they  

 are not easily observable.

STAFF
 Make sure staff have been informed about:
– Security measures such as panic buttons  

 and CCTV.

– Internal and external crime reporting structures.

– Dealing with abusive customers.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
 Make eye contact with customers when they enter  

 the store and acknowledge them.

 Reduce queuing in-store, as it can be a trigger for  

 customer frustration.

INTERNAL THEFT
 Regularly monitor stock levels and stock rooms to  

 deter theft by employees.

 Theft by an employee is a serious offence and  

 breach of trust, it should be reported to the police.

CCTV
 Ensure one camera provides quality images of everyone 

 entering your premises and a second covers the till.

 A minimum of six frames per second should be used on your 

 camera. Ensure recorded images are similar quality to  

 live images and all images have a time and date. 

 Identify the most important areas of the store for camera   

 location and consider the angle of view and lighting.

SELF-SCAN TILLS
 Ensure you have sufficient staff to authorise items  

 during busy periods.

 Ensure staff are trained to support customers to  

 scan difficult items through tills correctly such as  

 fruit and vegetables.

MANAGING CRIME

HATE CRIME
 Report hate crime by telephone, 999 (emergency)  

 101 (non-emergency).

 In person at any police office.

 Or attend at a third party centre (details online  

 for your area).

POLICE
 Get to know your local community police officer.

 Attend local community meetings and email your  

 local police office to raise your concerns through  

 ‘contact us’ on the Police Scotland website, where  

 you will also find more information.

BLINDSPOTS
 Reduce height of stock shelves  

 to remove ‘blindspots’ in-store.
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Preventing Shoplifting
  Your primary goal should be to deter shoplifters from 

your store and to prevent theft from occurring in the 
first instance. Remember not all recommendations will 

be suitable for every store; however a combination of 

appropriate measures will work better than using one 

method alone.

  Good customer service = good crime prevention: 
By greeting genuine shoppers you provide a positive 

impression of your store, and increase the chance of 

future sales. Anybody thinking of shoplifting will be 

deterred by staff welcoming them into the store.  

An offender is less likely to shoplift if they sense  

that they are going to be seen and noticed by staff.  

  Don’t just watch someone shoplift: If someone is 

behaving oddly or suspiciously approach and offer 

assistance, ask if they need any help or advice on  

their purchase. 

  Other disruption tactics include rearranging stock 

or tidying shelves in the same aisle combined with a 

greeting. Alternatively stand on guard by the exit.  

Let them know that they have been seen. 

  Use signage: Make it clear that shoplifting will not be 

tolerated by displaying signs by entrance doors.

How to spot a shoplifter
A shoplifter may exhibit certain types of behaviour, 
and exert a certain body language which can arouse 
suspicion. Things to look out for include: 

  Attempting to avoid attention or being noticed 

  Repeatedly browsing – picking up and putting back the 

same items. 

  Eyes wandering, paying little attention to the product in 

their hand. 

  Looking around the store rather than products on  

the shelves. 

  Appearing nervous. 

  Wearing clothing which is not appropriate for the 

weather that may be used to conceal goods. 

  Carrying large bags. Train your staff to be vigilant and 

alert to recognise thieves.

 

Common shoplifting tactics 
There are a number of shoplifting methods, 
understanding how people shoplift will help you 
prepare for preventing it. 

Distraction theft – a group of people will enter a store 

and distract staff in order to steal. 

Bagging – items will be hidden within bags brought with 

thieves into the store. Metal lined bags will prevent any 

exit tagging alarm systems being activated. 

Hiding merchandise – thieves may store goods in the 

under-tray of prams, or conceal them within clothing 

or handbags. Offenders may also hide items within the 

packaging of less expensive goods which they will purchase.

Walk out techniques – simply selecting items and  

walking out without any attempt to conceal the items.  

This can be effective if done without exhibiting any 

suspicious behaviour. 

‘Accidental’ Stealing – where a thief pays for one item at 

the till and holds another in view, or places it in a pocket 

etc. If caught, the offender can simply pass the theft off 

as an ‘accident’. 
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TYPES OF ATM FRAUD
  Skimming – A device attached to the card slot which 

reads and stores your information.

  Distraction techniques – Where a person or persons will 

try to distract you in an effort to obtain your cash.

  Card trapping devices – A device inserted in the card 

slot which will retain your card and prevent you from 

retrieving it.

  Hidden cameras – Pinhole cameras used to obtain your 

PIN number.

  Cash trapping devices – Fitted internally to prevent your 

cash from being dispensed.

ATM fraud is when fraudsters or criminals use cash machines to take data or 
even the debit or credit cards themselves to use for fraudulent transactions.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
  Try to use ATM’s in daylight.

  Have your card ready.

  Check the machine for obvious signs of tampering.

  Cover your PIN.

  Make sure that no one is looking over your shoulder.

  Be aware of distraction techniques.

  Do not count your money at the ATM.

  If you are in any doubt – do not use the machine.

  Do NOT remove any suspicious devices from the machine – 

go to a safe place and call the police by dialling 101.

 ATM Fraud in scotland  TIPS TO PREVENT SHOPLIFTING

Thank you to Police Scotland for supplying the information on ATM Fraud.

Pinhole camera

Skimming device

Pinhole camera

THE SCOTTISH SAFER BUSINESS GUIDE 2020
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From an industry standpoint, every year since 2014, the 

TMA has undertaken an independent research study 

across the UK to better understand smokers’ attitudes, 

awareness and understanding of illegal tobacco. 

In 2019, 74% of those surveyed in Scotland said that they 

had bought tobacco in the last 12 months that had not been 

subject to UK tax (not including purchases abroad or Duty 

Free). This figure is in line with the UK average (76%) and 

provides an indication of the complicated attitudes that 

people have towards buying untaxed tobacco in the UK. 

Many consumers don’t think they are committing a ‘crime’ 

when they buy cheap cigarettes, and they don’t think or 

realise that they are funding criminal activity. Too often 

the perception is that buying illegal tobacco is a  

‘victimless crime’. 

Both HMRC and Trading Standards have a range of 

sanctions to tackle illegal tobacco, but HMRC’s capabilities 

are focused on disrupting large scale tobacco smuggling 

coming into the UK, while Trading Standards is responsible 

for tackling retailers involved in illegal tobacco activity, but 

as an organisation it has limited powers and sanctions at 

its disposal. 

At the TMA, we believe that there are three crucial 

measures which all parties who have a stake in eradicating 

illegal tobacco need to advocate:

1. Increase public awareness and change  

consumer behaviour: We need to constantly educate 

consumers that it is a crime to buy or sell illegal tobacco. 

It is not a ‘victimless’ act, it has severe consequences and 

damaging repercussions for many of the most vulnerable 

in our country. If you know of anyone buying or selling illegal 

tobacco, don’t turn a blind eye, contact HMRC, Trading 

Standards or Crimestoppers. You can help tackle a  

serious crime. 

2. Enhanced co-ordination between law enforcement 

agencies and the industry: in combatting all crimes, 

collating and sharing intelligence is critical to securing 

outcomes. There are always opportunities to improve 

information sharing. As the industry body, we know our 

member  companies receive constant flows of information 

about suspected illegal tobacco trades which they always 

pass on to Trading Standards or HMRC, but ‘closing the 

loop’, with law enforcement agencies providing more 

regular direct feedback (and through bodies like the 

Scottish Anti-Illicit Trade Group) on enforcement action 

undertaken, would help the industry demonstrate to 

retailers, media and political stakeholders that action is 

being taken and results are being secured.  

3. Punishment reflects the severity of the crime:  

we understand that sanctions are continuously under 

review and we urge the Scottish government and 

legislators to view combatting illegal tobacco as a priority. 

Media coverage in Scotland paints a mixed picture of 

the sanctions handed out to perpetrators, but to instil 

genuine public confidence and heighten awareness around 

illegal tobacco, penalties must be seen as fitting for the 

severity of the crime. 
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As the trade body for tobacco manufacturers’ in the UK, 

the Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association (TMA) is acutely 

aware of the far reaching impact that the trade and 

supply of illegal tobacco has on local communities right 

across Scotland. 

Trading in illegal tobacco brings financial pain and misery 

to legitimate retailers and is especially punishing for 

smaller retailers with tobacco products accounting for 

nearly 20% of their annual sales – the single biggest 

category for small retailers, according to the Association 

of Convenience Stores. 

Small retailers are seeing trade diverted away, with 

some consumers increasingly buying cheap cigarettes 

through black market sellers. But the impact isn’t only 

felt by retailers. It’s felt throughout local communities, 

as the same organised criminals who target vulnerable 

young people to courier drugs are increasingly supplying 

and trading illegal tobacco, and it’s not difficult to see 

the incentive. Trading illegal tobacco brings high financial 

rewards and compared to trading many other illegal goods, 

less punitive penalties. 

It’s hard to see the financial incentive being taken away. In 

the UK, tax accounts for up to 90% of the retail price of 

a pack of cigarettes, and according to the World Health 

Organization, the price of a pack of cigarettes (often over 

£10.00 for a 20-pack of cigarettes) is the most expensive 

in the European Economic Area along with Norway and the 

Republic of Ireland
1
. 

According to HMRC, the illegal tobacco trade cost 

the British taxpayer £1.8 billion in 2017/18
2
, and HM 

Government’s Intellectual Property Office IP Crime & 

Enforcement report 2018-19, cited illegal cigarettes as  

the number one counterfeit product – year on year –  

investigated by Trading Standards (the IPO report 

referenced a darker connection with organised criminals 

responsible for supplying illegal tobacco often linked to 

other types of criminality, such as slavery and  

sexual exploitation). 

Trading illegal tobacco is a serious crime, but why is it 

neither viewed nor treated with the same severity as 

other equally serious crimes? 

Law enforcement agencies including HMRC, Trading 

Standards and the Police have long battled to increase 

public awareness and shift attitudes against  

illegal tobacco.  

1
 WHO, Report on the global tobacco epidemic 2017  

2
 HMRC 2018 THE SCOTTISH SAFER BUSINESS GUIDE 

 Buying and selling illegal tobacco
 is a crime; make no mistake

GET IN TOUCH
If you have any enquiries relating to illegal tobacco 

or you are after more information about the 

tobacco industry in the UK, please contact  

info@the-tma.org.uk or visit www.the-tma.org.uk

THE SCOTTISH SAFER BUSINESS GUIDE 2020



REFUSING TO SERVE 
INTOXICATED PERSONS
Retailers are legally obligated to refuse an alcohol sale to  

an intoxicated person. One way to avoid personal abuse,  

is to make clear to the customer that it is not your 

decision, but the rules applied to your licence. 

 ROBBERY  VIOLENCE AND VERBAL ABUSE

Outlined below are the top three triggers for violence and aggression in-store. 
Managing and preventing these circumstances will help you and your staff to  
avoid abuse in-store.

Make sure you are utilising existing security measures to prevent your premises becoming 
a target for robbers. Assess your risk by following these steps: identifying the hazards, 
deciding who might be harmed and how, evaluating the risks and deciding on precautions, 
recording the findings and implementing them, and regularly reviewing your policies.

6' 0"

5' 0"

4' 0"

TOP TIPS

1. Make sure your staff are aware of the triggers of   

 abuse and are trained to deal with difficult customers. 

2. Have a clear policy for reporting abuse by customers  

 internally and externally to the police.

TOP TIPS

1. Be compliant and passive with the robbers   

 instructions but remain in control. 

2. When safe, call the police and write down a description  

 of the robber(s) immediately.

3. Reduce the amount of cash held on the premises. 

4. Change your banking procedures regularly, so they   

 are not observable to offenders.

HEIGHT

SCARS
VOICE/
ACCENT

CLOTHING

ETHNICITY

BUILD

TATTOOS

KEY CHARACTERISTICS POLICE REQUEST FOR CRIME REPORTS

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Queuing is a frustration for customers and sometimes 

acts as a trigger for abuse.   

 

Maintaining good staffing levels will prevent customers 

becoming frustrated and ensure that your staff have 

support in-store if they need it.

AGE RESTRICTED SALES – 
ABUSE AT THE TILL
Making sure that staff challenge customers for the sale 

of age restricted products such as alcohol and tobacco 

is imperative, but can often lead to confrontation.

Ensure that you have clear signage in-store explaining 

your policy and that staff enforce this consistently. Make 

sure that your staff are trained to manage difficult 

customers and can clearly explain your store policy. 
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This guide has 
been produced 
with support  
from the TMA

This section supports retailers and staff to focus on 
gathering evidence to support police in following up an 
incident of robbery.

Trading in illegal tobacco brings financial pain and misery 
to legitimate retailers and is especially punishing for 
smaller retailers with tobacco products accounting 
for nearly 20% of their annual sales according to the 
Association of Convenience Stores. 

The Retail Resilience Award will deliver certificated 
bespoke training to retail management and employees. 
The Award will encompass a three-tier structure, with 
each successfully completed tier gaining certification. 

the retail  
resilience award

This section focuses on the triggers for abuse that 
could result in violence and verbal abuse towards 
retailers and staff.

VIOLENCE AND  
VERBAL ABUSE

Buying and selling  
illegal tobacco is a 
crime; make no mistake

ATM fraud is when fraudsters or criminals use cash 
machines to take data or even the debit or credit 
cards themselves to use for fraudulent transactions.

ATM FRAUD IN SCOTLAND

There are a number of shoplifting methods, 
understanding how people shoplift will help you  
prepare for preventing it.

top tips to prevent
shoplifting

ROBBERY
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package of guidance to act as a starting point 
for retailers to assess the risks they face. 
The guidance includes details on triggers for 
violence and abuse, robbery, illegal tobacco  
and ATM fraud.

SGF has developed this guidance document to 
support retailers to assess and manage the 
crime threat their businesses face. Every local 
shop is different and so too are the challenges 
they face from crime, but we have developed a 

 INTRODUCTION

Illustrations on this spread, source: ACS Crime Report 2018 
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The Award is designed to raise the standards of crime 
prevention nationally, improving the retail environment 
across Scotland. The Retail Resilience Award will be 
administered by members of staff from the SBRC. The 
programme will provide relevant training, supplemented 
by additional resource materials on completion of 
the programme. Each aspect of the training has been 
developed by experts in their respective fields, ensuring 
that all the information is both current, and pertinent to 
the individual establishment.

GET IN TOUCH WITH
Mark Anderson 
Mark.Anderson@sbrcentre.co.uk

Angela Brand 
Angela.Brand@sbrcentre.co.uk

01786 437475 

The Retail Resilience Award will deliver certificated 
bespoke training to retail management and employees. 
The Award will encompass a three-tier structure, 
with each successfully completed tier resulting in a 
Bronze, Silver and Gold certification. Each tier will be 
awarded following the participation and successful 
completion of the training programme. The tiers will be 
specifically tailored to meet the needs of the individual 
establishments, following analysis by the Scottish 
Business Resilience Centre (SBRC).
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